
Fortitude 

the Dream-Witch 

 

Hi! This is Jenna Moran. 
 
This is a selection from my art notes for Fortitude: the Glass-Maker’s Dragon. 
 
I’m releasing this semi-unofficially as a gift to my backers plus a way to 
support fan art and stuff.  
 
Best wishes, Jenna  
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Art Request: CMW-63 

(General Information: Characters: Miramie Mesmer) 

 
This is Miramie Mesmer, the Dream-Witch. 

Her story starts with the evil “Melanie Malakh,” a witch from the Bleak Academy who came to 

Town to destroy it. Instead she got destroyed, herself. All that was left was a ghostly woman who 

didn’t remember anything. 

Bit by bit she put herself back together. 

But the person who came back together wasn’t evil. Just an ordinary teenager, kind of 

depressed and lonely, who tries to work hard but can’t make herself enjoy the world very easily.  

The rest of her is in boxes and on shelves---shards of memory and self in shining glass. 

She has an alternate form---in dreams, she is a masked woman, I think probably colorless (that 

is, black, white, and gray) whose feet trail or whose lower body trails off like a ghost. She sometimes 

takes that form in the real world too. 

 

Here’s a headshot by Ciaoffen: 

 
 

 Hair: Black 

 Eyes: Brown (see below) 

 Common Moods: Diligently working on 

some traditional craft; attempting to not look 

suspicious (“What do you mean, there was a 

door there? There was never any door there! I 

didn’t disappear it!”); railing against some 

perceived failing of this world we live in 

 Clothes: Traditional clothing, with lots of 

somber colors and buckles. She may be 

carrying a piece of art, possibly a mask. 

 Favorite Foods: Strawberries, apricots, sweet 

rice dumplings, stew, salt mackerel, yakitori, 

red tea 

Notes: You can sometimes see a shard of cracked glass in her left eye, or draw the eye as if it 

were one.  



And here’s a hybrid of her two forms — I don’t think she ever actually looks like this, but it’s one 

hat buckle short of being a transitional form:  

 

By Miranda Harrell 



General Notes 
This is an anime-styled 16-17-year-old girl. 

She has brown eyes. She has black hair. She looks a little worn down. She’s thin. 

She wears extremely traditional clothing, tending towards white, gray, and black and possibly one 

particular color (pink? Strawberry? I’m not an artist) to tie the theme together.  

Her iconic symbol is the mask. 

Her clothing tends to have lots of buckles---like a more restrained pilgrim outfit. It’s also OK to go 

traditional Japanese. 

She has a shard of glass in her left eye but it is only visible if you look at her really closely. 

She is hoping to run a café so she may have a nametag and appropriate café-running clothing. 

  



Who Miramie Is 
1.  

Miramie is a quiet, traditional girl. 

 

2. 

Miramie is an ageless teenage girl who wants to run a café, art shop, and garden. She may also attend 

School, in which case she’ll wear the black-and-red uniform (CMW-13). 

 

3. 

Miramie is the reincarnation of an evil witch who took over the mind of a young glassblower, built a 

glass dragon together with him, and sent it to destroy the world. 

 

4. 

Miramie is stressed. 

 

5. 

Miramie can travel into people’s dreams. 

 

6. 

Miramie is still trying to figure out who she is. She’s always at risk of turning back into the witch. 

 

7. 

Miramie is an artist. She often makes masks and may also do paintings, chalk works, or make glass. 

 

8. 

Miramie’s symbol is the mask. It is a white mask, narrow at the bottom, that hides rather than 

emphasizes or replaces her features. It is very impassive. It ties with a ribbon in an appropriate color. 



Art Request: CMW-64 

(General Information: Characters: Miramie Mesmer - Ghost Form)  
 

Ghost Form 
This is the “ghost” form of Miramie from CMW-64.  

In dreams, she wears a mask and a grey and white kimono. If she stretches out she has a ghostly, 

amorphous lower body. Either way she trails off into shadow and doesn’t have proper feet. 

  



Art Request: CMW-65 

(General Information: Characters: Miramie Mesmer - returning from 

room)  
 

Sometimes when Miramie has just emerged from retreating to her private place---a hidden 

room---she will have a very orderly aura (like, there’s no mess anywhere near her) and the piece of 

glass in her left eye is very visible---it turns night-black and sometimes has flickers of light like 

comets in a night sky in it. 

[ This is probably more useful with the reference images, but since I cobbled the reference 

images together from google images and hardly any of them are things I am free to share, I can’t! ] 

  



Art Request: CMW-66 

(General Information: Characters: Reynard Mesmer) 
 

[ I haven’t really written anything on him. ] 

  



Art Request: CMW-13 

(General Information: School Uniform: Black and Red) 

 
The School uniform in the Chuubo’s Marvelous Wish-Granting Engine book comes in three variations. 

This version has two major colors in it: 

 black 

 red 

 

The logo for this uniform is black and red with a stained-glass like pattern. It shows a silhouette of a 

hand. 

This uniform version is for foreigners, ghosts, and vampires. 

There are two other uniform options — 

 blue, white, and gold (CMW-12), worn by living students born in Town. 

 black and gold (CMW-14), which any student can wear. 

 

The three uniforms are similar but have small differences besides the color and logo. 

 

  Logo, by Ciaoffen  a glimpse of the black and red uniform, by Ciaoffen 


